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Competitive Comparison About Platforms Audience 

    What is Pinterest? 
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Pinterest helps people collect and organize the things they love.  Here's how it works. 

The Pin Cycle 
A pin could be a product, recipe or even a quote. If you 
add the Pin It button to your website, people can use it 
to pin your stuff to Pinterest. Then lots more people 
can repin those things or click back to your website. 

Boards 
Boards are how people collect and organize their pins. 
Each board tells a unique, hand-crafted story about 
what that person cares about. People can follow boards 
whose pins they like.  

Simple Discovery 
Pinterest helps people discover things in a simple, 
visual way. Pinners might find something they love 
while browsing your boards, scrolling through a 
category you’re listed in or searching for you directly. 

A Network of Interests 
People on Pinterest are connected by shared interests
—their passions, hobbies, tastes and values. Users can 
search also.  As a brand, you can provide product 
description, link to online store, or background on 
artists for awareness. 



Competitive Comparison About Platforms Audience 

    What is Pinterest? 
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Web & Tablet Mobile (iPhone, Android, Win) 



Competitive Comparison About Platforms Audience 

    What is Pinterest? 
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Users 46 million US (Nielsen 7/12) / 85 million globally unique visitors (Compete 3/13)   

Age 47% of users are between 18-34 

Gender 80% Women 

Income 38% have a household income of $25k - $49K 
34% have a household income of $50k - $75k 

Education 60% went to some college 

58% Web 
 
 
30% Mobile Web 
        Tablet 
 
11% Mobile Apps  



Competitive Comparison About Platforms Audience 

    What is Pinterest? 

Alexa.com 
“Brand Algorithms infographic 3/13” 
“4 Reasons brands are “doing it wrong”,  
when it comes to Pinterest” by Arik Hanson (3/11/13) 

Comparing Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google+, and Tumblr – Pinterest is:  

5th largest social network by global members   

#1 social network skewed towards women 
#4 at reaching the age group 18-29 

Has the largest YOY increase in audience and time spent of any social network 
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More detail on slide 25 



    Pinterest users engage with brands 

•  69% of online users have bought or wanted to    
  buy an item they found on Pinterest	  

•  Average time spent on Pinterest is 1 hour and 16 minutes / visit 

•  Pinterest referrals spend 70% more money than  
  visitors referred from non-social channels	  

•  Peoples' preference to associate with retailers and  
  brands – 43% Pinterest vs. 24% Facebook	  

•  Pinterest pins with prices get 36% more likes  
  than those without (something Beats is not currently     
  doing when a visitor pins from the store)	  

•  Over 80% of pins are repins	  

“Research shows that Pinterest is Big , it’s Bad, and it’s for Real” by Mark Schaefer (12/13/12) 
“4 Reasons brands are “doing it wrong”, when it comes to Pinterest” by Arik Hanson (3/11/13) 

Pin 
 
Like 
 
Comment 
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•  More than half of users visit the site daily	  

•  Top 6 categories include:  Food, Fashion, Interior Design, and  
   Photography	  



    Pinterest drives online sales 
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Shopify ranks Pinterest as one of the top producing social networks for driving online sales.  

On average, orders from Pinterest are  
2X those from Facebook ($80 vs. $40) 

The number of orders generated from  
Pins has QUADRUPLED and then 
some, in six months. 
•   75 in Sept 2011 
•   320 in April 2012 

Pinterest is a powerhouse at referring 
traffic.  Equal to Twitter with 165 million 
fewer users.   
•   Facebook  26% 
•   Twitter 3.6% 
•   Pinterest 3.6% 



Compe@@ve	  Landscape	  
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    What other brands are on Pinterest? 
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Click	  on	  logo	  to	  view	  

(Includes a board for Beats) 



Pinterest is great for generating brand awareness, but how does a brand use the network for other 
parts of the purchase funnel?  Sony has utilized the network with good success.	  

    Why is Sony successful on Pinterest? 

11 
“How Sony became a Pinterest rock star  by Louise Julig (Social Media Examiner 6/29/12) 

Success:  
•  ‘Pin It’ button has received  
  more than 10 times the  
  clicks from Sony Store  
  vs. Tweet This button 

•  More than 4 million  
  brand impressions  
  (via Curalate dashboard) 
 



How can Beats use  
Pinterest?	  



Campaign KPI’s Closing the Sale Pin Setup 
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Content Boards 

    Content is worth a thousand words 

Synch existing content from Facebook, 
YouTube, Instagram, and online store 

Traffic referral source back 
to Beatsbydre.com 

Produce original content 
around board subject 

Use boards to place brand in front of various 
decision makers subconsciously: 
•   Tattoo culture (diverse culture) 
•   Food recipes (fans love things celebrity) 
•   Clothing and hairstyle ideas (associating    
   Beats as fashion forward) 

Create content focused as brand awareness 
and demand generation separately 

Reach a focused 
female audience 



Campaign KPI’s 

Beats by Dre is not only a technology and products – it’s a lifestyle.  Producing content that fits into the 
‘lifestyle’ of Beats targeted audience, not only builds brand awareness but brand loyalty.   Boards will 
include:  Beats Products – Fashion – Photos – Videos  

Beats products 
Beats custom and collaborations  
Beats partner products  
Beats artist fashion 
Beats music artists 
Beats artist concert photos 
Beats athletes 
Beats artist cars 
Beats artist houses 
Beats artist tattoos 
Beats street artwork 
Beats artist food recipes  
Beats artists tour schedules 
Beats hairs styles 
Beats dogs 
Beats downloadable wallpaper  
Beats in the press 
Beats express yourself #Showyourcolor 
Beats Instagram 
#Beatstv 
#Beatsarmy fashion on the street 
#Beatsarmy posters 
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Closing the Sale Pin Setup Content Boards 

    Create boards worth following 



Campaign KPI’s 
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Closing the Sale Pin Setup Content Boards 

    So many pins go without a description.  Sell the pin!! 

Product pins include: 
•   Name of product 
•   Brief description 
•   Color options 
•   Price (Trends show more engagement) 
•   Website (No questions where to find) 
•   Hashtag (For Twitter and FB integration) 
•   Link pin back to Beatsbydre.com product page	  

Other pins include: 
•   Name of product in photo (If applicable) 
•   Brief description of photo 
•   Logo on lower right corner 
•   Website  
•   Hashtag  
•   Link pin back to Beatsbydre.com 



Campaign KPI’s Closing the Sale Pin Setup Content Boards 

    Ensuring Pinterest referrals complete the purchase cycle  

Whether it is an awareness or demand gen Pin, the goal is to complete a sale.  Partnering with Flashtalking, 
Beats has the ability to deliver a variety of dynamic ads based on user behaviour during the visit.    

Retargeting, Product Level Re-messaging, and Upselling 

Visited the website or didn’t’ complete the sale?   
Don’t worry, we will Product Level Re-Message: 
Using a single Flashtalking oneTag to retarget users  
at an individual product level. This single tag tracks  
user behaviour on a clients website down to individual  
product pages then re-targets that user with an  
appropriate ad. Thousands of different ad versions are  
automatically created within a single ad file – design can  
be entirely flexible to suit brand and advertiser requirements. 
 
 
Viewed more than one product?   
Behavioral targeting & Personalized recommendations: 
The Flashtalking Learning Engine tracks users behaviour on a  
client e-commerce website and builds personalized recommendations  
similar to Amazon.  If a site visitor looks at one product and product  
offering, but goes on to buy a different product the engine tracks this  
and builds “recommendations” for each product within the CMS.  For example,  
if the user purchases Beats Pro, the ad might recommend a Pill as an upsell.  
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Pinterest KPI’s: 
Primary  
Repin engagement rate 
Like engagement rate 
Follower count increase 
User demographics 
 
Secondary 
Comment engagement rate 
Top performing boards 
Top performing pins 
Lowest performing boards 

Beatsbydre.com KPI’s: 
Primary  
Site referrals from Pinterest 
Purchase conversion rate 
CTR (from retargeting) 
CPA (from retargeting) 
 
Secondary 
Engagement rate for pinned content 
 
 
	  
	  

Campaign KPI’s Closing the Sale Pin Setup Content Boards 

    What is working and what is not?  Data tells the story.  

Pinterest Web Analytics Site Web Analytics 

Additional metrics could be gathered with Curalate for Pinterest and Instagram 

Campaign Objective:  Determine what content users are interacting with on Pinterest, what  
content is driving users to the website, what products are they buying, and if retargeting works. 



Future consideration 
 
 
 
 
 
Social ecommerce 
web, tablet, mobile, email  
 



Business Page About them Email Mobile Web 

    The Fancy 

Competitors: 
•   No competing headphone  
   brands have a storefront 
 
Celebrities: 
•   Ashton Kutcher – monthly promotions 

Brands On: 
•   Apple 
•   Ecko Unlimited 
•   Gucci 
•   Oakley 
•   Ralph Lauren 
•   Urban Outfitters 
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The social recommendation site is part store, blog, magazine and wish list.  Fancy is the place to 
discover, collect and buy from a crowd-curated catalog of amazing goods, wonderful places and 
great stores.  If someone find something they like, they can buy it without leaving Fancy’s site.  
 
Fancy lets you discover an endless assortment of cool stuff, curated by our global community of 
over 3 million people with one thing in common: exceptional taste. The Fancy uses various tactics 
to encourage engagement with its members - website, daily email newsletter, and mobile app.  
Their target is a male/female 20-30 something audience comprised of trendsetters, with disposable 
income, and fashion forward.   
 
Content is a combination of brands and web stores selling products.  Beats products are currently 
on the site but through partner merchants.  
 
The Fancy is well-funded, which includes Gucci, and board members Jack Dorsey from Twitter and 
Chris Hughes from Facebook.  Apple was in negotiations to acquire in Q4 ‘12.   
 
  



Business 
Page About them Email Mobile Web 

    The Fancy 

Members can login using 
their PC or tablet.  Products 
are presented at random 
or from others the member 
follows.  



Business Page About them Email Mobile Web 

    The Fancy 
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Daily emails sent to members promoting products at random.   



Business Page About them Email Mobile Web 

    The Fancy 
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Members can download the mobile app (Android, iPhone, Windows)  

Browse randomly Browse by Category 



Business Page About them Email Mobile Web 

    The Fancy 
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Beats has the ability to create a business page promoting products and linking visitors 
back to Beats site-served storefront.   
 
Sell Beats products straight from your own site with Fancy’s simple yet effective tools.  Use the 
Fancy button (similar to Tweet, Pin it, and Facebook.) and widgets on your business website to 
connect your products to your Fancy brand page.	   
 
Users can ‘like’, share, or comment  
on products.  Beats community  
managers can engage with those  
who show interest. 
 
 
	  



Appendix	  
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    Competitive comparison in detail 
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“Room 214 Infographic 2013” 
“Brand Algorithms infographic 3/13” 
“4 Reasons brands are “doing it wrong”, when it comes to Pinterest” by Arik Hanson (3/11/13) 
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